9 OF JULY, 21:00, OAC, KOLYMBARI
CONCERT OF CLASSICAL MUSIC (FREE ENTRANCE)
Mikhail Nor (Tenor)
Trio: Ruben Muradyan (Piano)
Svetlana Nor (Violin), Vladimir Nor (Cello),

Franz Schubert (1797 – 1828)
Fantasy C-Dur for violin and piano D 934

Mikhail Glinka (1804 – 1857)
Three romances

Robert Schumann (1810 – 1856)
Three pieces-fantasy for cello and piano

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840 – 1893)
Three romances

Robert Schumann (1810 – 1856)
Trio N 1 D-Dur for piano, violin and cello
Op. 63 (1847) (Ill and IV parts)

Vladimir Nor (cello) and Svetlana Nor (violin)
are playing for 20 years in Alyabjev Quartet (Moscow, Russia),
Honored Artists of Russian Federation.

Ruben Muradyan (piano) is a professor of GMPI MM
Ippolitov-Ivanov, winner of many International Competitions,
giving concerts in Russia and abroad.
July, 9th, 2016 at 21:00
OAC, Kolymbari
Mikhail NOR (Tenor)

Trio
Ruben MURADYAN (Piano)
Svetlana NOR (Violin)
Vladimir NOR (Cello) (Moscow, Russia)

PROGRAM

Franz Schubert (1797 – 1828)
Fantasy C-Dur for violin and piano D934

Robert Schumann (1810 – 1856)
Three pieces-fantasy for cello and piano

Mikhail Glinka (1804 – 1857)
Three romances

Pyotr Tchaikovsky (1840 – 1893)
Three romances

Robert Schumann (1810 – 1856)
Trio N1 D Dur for piano, violin and cello, Op. 63 (1847) (III and IV parts)
CONCERT of Classical Music for Tenor and Piano - Cello - Violín

NOR VLADIMIR (cello), RUSSIA
Got music education in Rostov-on-Don, from the famous cellist Alexander Volpov (GB). Continued his studies in Moscow at the Russian Academy of Music in the class of Prof. Vladimir Tonkha (cello) and legendary cellist of Borodin Quartet, Prof. Valentin Berlin (quartet class). For twenty years is playing in Alyabiev Quartet. Got First Prize of the All-Russian competition, Honored Artist of the Russian Federation.

NOR SVETLANA (violin), RUSSIA
Graduated from Moscow Gnessin Secondary Music School (violin class of Elena Koblyakova-Mazor) and from Gnessin Musical Pedagogical Institute (violin class of Miroslav Rusin and quartet class of Prof. Valentin Berlinsky). For twenty years is playing in Alyabiev Quartet together with her husband Vladimir Nor. Honored Artist of the Russian Federation.